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Why automated text analysis? 

 Analysing textual materials is important for 

investigating the human side of climate change, e.g.: 

 what views do different actors express? 

 what voices are heard? 

 how are statements framed? 

 how does the discourse change over time? 

 how does the discourse vary between media? 

 There are very large quantities of text available for 

analysis, e.g. newspaper articles, blog posts, scientific 

papers, policy reports, social media, etc. 



It’s all about counting... 

 We count instances of linguistic forms that have meaning 
with respect to a conceptual framework and non-textual 
phenomena, e.g.: 

 Assume that the linguistic forms “climate change” , “global 
warming” and “greenhouse gas” reflect the topic of climate 
change  count these in newspapers to analyse media 
coverage over time and between newspapers 

 Assume that the linguistic forms “a sustainable future”, “a 
green future” and “a bleak future” reflect positive/negative 
views of the future  count these in accepting and sceptical 
blogs to compare their visions of the future 

 But, how do we know what to count? 

 

 



The danger of “seek and ye shall find” 

 Top-down hypothesis-driven approaches assume that we know 

in advance what should be counted, i.e. we know what the 

interesting phenomena are, and we know how the relevant 

concepts map to countable linguistic forms 

 Climate change discourse is complex – multiple facets and 

perspectives, multiple languages, changing over time  

perhaps we shouldn’t assume that we know all the relevant 

concepts and linguistic forms in advance 

 



Data-driven content analysis 

 Thus, we favour a data-driven approach, i.e. we use 

automated techniques to identify potentially 

“interesting” linguistic forms in our material, and then 

manually interpret these in order to develop a 

conceptual framework 

 

 A more rigorous and reliable mapping between 

concepts and countable linguistic forms (?) 

 



Investigating representations of the 

future in climate change blogs 

 The NTAP corpus of blogs related to climate change: 

 about 3000 blogs, 1.4m blog posts, 400m words 

 focused on 330,000 sentences containing either “climate 

change” or “global warming” 
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Example of a data-driven method (in brief) 

 We identified frequent linguistic forms that could be 

related to representations of the future using:  

 Frequency lists 

 Word clusters 

 Sorted concordances 

 Then, with some close reading, the frequent linguistic 

forms were interpreted to propose nine categories 

of meaning representations. 



Example of a data-driven method (in brief) 

 Frequency lists: we took the 1500 most frequent 

words and selected 11 that could be part of future 

representations, e.g. “future’, “risks”, “opportunities”; 

the 11 selected words had 30,000 instances in total  

 Word clusters and sorted concordances: these gave 

a more condensed view of the co-texts around the 

identified words  manually analysed these to 

induce 42 patterns 

 



Part of a sorted concordance 



Three of the induced patterns 



1) Political/environmental meanings 

 

‘a|an WORD future’: sustainable (f=34); low-carbon (f=19); low-emissions (f=6); carbon-neutral (f=4) 

 

any one technology is unlikely to solve the looming climate change and peak oil 
problems, but working together within the larger system, they could tilt the globe 
away from catastrophe and towards a sustainable future 

 

‘a|an WORD WORD future’: clean energy (f=46); low carbon (f=10); more sustainable (f=10); safe climate 
(f=6); sustainable energy (f=6); cleaner energy (f=4) 

 

recognizing that energy security, food security, climate change are interlinked, and 
that eliminating poverty and ensuring sustainable development and a clean energy 
future are among the foremost global objectives, the two leaders agreed to enter 
into a green partnership to address these global challenges 

 

‘future of WORD’: energy (f=11), coal (f=10), nuclear (f=7), renewable (f=6) 

 

as concerns about climate change cast a shadow over the future of coal, a new energy 

economy is emerging in the united states  

 

‘future of WORD WORD WORD’ : the kyoto protocol (f=16)  

 

the future of the kyoto protocol has become central to efforts to negotiate 
reductions of carbon emissions under the un's framework convention on climate change 



2) Value-laden positive meanings 

‘a|an WORD future’: better (f=15); greener (f=7); green (f=5); livable (f=5); safer (f=5); strong (f=4); 

decent (f=3); bright (f=3) 

‘WORD opportunity(ies)’: unique (f=48); good (f=12); golden (f=10); perfect (f=9); best (f=8); excellent 

(f=6); fantastic (f=4); better (f=4) 

 

3) Value-laden negative meanings 

‘a|an WORD future’: uncertain (f=12); bleak (f=6); catastrophic (f=3); apocalyptic (f=3) 

‘WORD opportunity(ies)’: missed (f=20); lost (f=12) 

 

4) Temporal meanings 

‘in the WORD (WORD) future’ : near (f=152); foreseeable (f=31); distant’ (f=30) ; ‘far distant’ (f=23);  

very near (f=11); immediate (f=9); not-too-distant (f=8); coming (f=4) 

‘a|an WORD future’: distant (f=4); long-term (f=3) 



5) Meanings related to the future of people, humanity and the planet 

‘future of WORD (WORD) (WORD)’: the planet (f=41); humanity (f=30); our planet (f=18); the human 

species (f=10); our children (f=8); my generation (f=6); the world (f=5); humanity today (f=5); mankind 

(f=5); civilization (f=4); the earth (f=4); mankind on earth (f=4) 

Also, some examples like “future for people and nature”, “future for brazilian farmers”, “dangers facing 

humans”, “dangers to human health” 

 

6) Meanings related to the future for regions and countries  

Comparatively few examples, like “future for australia”, “future of new zealand”, “opportunity for the uk” 

 

7) Meanings related to the future for nature and the environment‘ 

‘risk(s)|danger(s)|threat(s) to WORD WORD’: polar bears (f=23); the environment f= (21); coral reefs 

(f=19) 

‘future of WORD WORD’: coral reefs (f=10); himalayan glaciers (f=4); the oceans (f=3) 



8) Meanings related to the future for business, industry and the economy 

‘WORD opportunity(ies)’: economic (f=73); business (f=71); investment (f=25); development (f=11); 

employment (f=10); market (f=9); growth (f=6); commercial (f=4) 

‘opportunity(ies) for WORD’: innovation (f=6); business (f=5); economic (f=5); investment (f=5); growth 

(f=4); companies (f=4) 

‘risk(s)|danger(s)|threat(s) to WORD (WORD)’: the economy (f=9); their business (f=9); businesses (f=3) 

 

9) Meanings related to the future for security 

‘risk(s)|danger(s)|threat(s) to WORD WORD’: national security (f=31); international peace (f=24); our 

security (f=12); global security (f=12) 



Discussion 

 The mapping that we established between the 
induced linguistic patterns and meaning categories 
facilitates quantitative analyses, and the identification 
of samples for close reading. 

 For example, quantitative analysis to test the hypotheses 
that accepting climate change blogs are more concerned 
with the future than sceptical blogs. 

 Automated techniques made it possible to identify 
patterning in a large volume of material but the 
method still required quite a lot of manual effort, and 
it was somewhat ad hoc 

 



Local grammar induction 

 We are developing an automatic technique to induce 
salient information structures from large text corpora 
without manual intervention (the researcher still 
interprets the structures!) 

 Adapted and applied a grammar induction algorithm 
from computational linguistics – ADIOS, Automatic 
Distillation of Structure (Solan et al. 2005) 
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Example of induced structures 

(COUNTRY ((supported|opposed) by) COUNTRY) 

 

 

(COUNTRY 
(said|noted|recommended|explained|responded|str
essed|questioned|addressed|reiterated|reported|
urged|amended|invited…))  

(COUNTRY ((clarified|urged|reported) that) 

(COUNTRY ((presented|demanded|outlined|favored 
(the|a))  

 



 



Dyads of support and opposition 



Scale of climate change statements 

Austria (-2.38), Belgium, Germany, the UK, Switzerland, the US, 

Canada, Australia, Norway, France, Russia, New Zealand, Japan 

(-.62) ,Papua New Guinea (-.26), Tuvalu, Peru, Mexico, Brazil, 

Argentina, Malaysia, South Korea, Colombia, Saudi Arabia, 

Chile, Kuwait, Nigeria, Grenada, Uganda, Bangladesh, China, 

Egypt, the Philippines, South Africa, Indonesia, Venezuela, Iran, 

Bolivia, Barbados, India, Algeria (1.44) 



Closing remarks 

 A data-driven approach alleviates the problem of 

“seek and ye shall find” 

 Automated techniques can elucidate interesting 

linguistic patterning 

 They do depend on sufficient patterning in the corpus 

– better for large corpora, more stylised language? 


